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Abstract
We consider both the supersymmetric open 2-brane and bosonic open 2-brane, their quantization
and spectrum under the flat metric condition. The supersymmetric spectrum turns out to be
discrete, while the spectrum of purely bosonic open 2-brane is shown to be devoid of any massless
states.
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I. INTRODUCTION
String theory emerged as a candidate for a consistent theory of quantum gravity, however,
the route turned out to be more and more subtle by the passage of time. It was the time to
think of an alternate and thus the birth of supermembranes[1–3] A p-brane is a p-dimensional
extended object which can move freely in a D-dimensional space-time, and D ≥ p and for
a string, we have p = 1. When a p-brane moves in space-time, it sweeps out a p + 1
dimensional world-volume. It was later shown[4] that a supermembrane is unstable because
it has a continuous spectrum. Most of the trouble with brane quantization is because the
membrane is known to be a difficult system to analyze precisely because there is no analogue
of the conformal gauge like in string theory. This has been known for a long time and was
discussed in detail for the bosonic case by Collins and Tucker[5].
There are plenty of works on string quantization compared to brane quantization because
of the difficulty which Nambu action meets when one tries to generalize it from 1+1 to
2+1 dimensions. However, it is still possible to quantize a bosonic membrane in a flat
background[6, 7]. In this paper we will focus our attention to the case of open 2-brane. We
will start with a Polyakov like action for a supersymmetric open 2-brane[8] and discuss its
spectrum, this will be done in RNS formalism and in D = 10. We will also consider the
spectrum of purely bosonic open 2-brane[9] in D = 26.
II. THE ACTION AND HAMILTONIAN
The dynamics of the 2-brane is governed by the Polyakov-like action[8] supplemented by
a fermionic part
S=
−1
4πα′
∫
d3σ
√−h[hab∂aXµ∂bXµ + habΨ¯µγbDaΨµ +R− 2Λ− χ¯µγµνρDνχρ] (1)
where µ = 0, 1, ..., 9; d3σ = dτdσ1dσ2 and χrho is the graviton. γ
a are the 2 dimensional
representations of Dirac algebra. We only can consider part of the brane dynamics, i.e., 3
dimensional supergravity coupled to X and Ψ because considering the full dynamics leads
to a continuous spectrum[4]. In addition to this, we will work in a flat background. Im-
posing these conditions lead to a refined version of the action (1), in which the last three
terms drop out and covariant derivatives become partial derivatives. The supersymmetry
2
transformations are given by
δXµ = ǫ¯Ψµ and δΨµ = γa∂aX
µǫ (2)
Moreover, in a 10-dimensional target space the supersymmetry of 2-brane is only possible
when we include the gauge field degree of freedom on the world-volume of the brane. The
energy-momentum tensor is given by
Tab=
1
2
[∂aX
µ∂bXµ−1
2
habh
cd∂cX
µ∂dXµ−1
2
habh
cdψ¯µγd∂cψµ+
1
2
ψ¯µγb∂aψµ+
1
2
ψ¯µγa∂bψµ] (3)
The equation of motion for the bosonic fields Xµ is
(∂2τ − ∂21 − ∂22)Xµ(τ, σ1, σ2) = 0 (4)
and for the fermionic fields Ψµ
γa∂aψ
µ(τ, σ1, σ2) = 0 (5)
The boundary conditions on fermions are (anti)periodic when we work in (NS)R sectors
respectively. For the bosons we impose Neumann boundary conditions so that the ends of
the 2-brane are free to move in the space-time.
III. MODES EXPANSIONS AND COMMUTATION/ANTICOMMUTATION RE-
LATIONS
The mode expansions for fermions are integrally (half integrally) moded for R (NS) sector
respectively. For the R sector, these are given by
ψµ(σ) =
1
(2π)2
∞∫
0
d2k√
2ω
(
d
µ
ks
e−ikaσ
a
+ dµ†
ks
eikaσ
a
)
uks (6)
ψ¯µ(σ) =
1
(2π)2
∞∫
0
d2k√
2ω
(
d
µ†
ks
eikaσ
a
+ dµ
ks
e−ikaσ
a
)
u¯ks (7)
where “d” is the R sector oscillator. There is a similar expansion for NS sector fermions,
but with “b” oscillators, which will be half integrally moded in the discrete limit[8]. The
modes expansion for bosons is given by[6–9]
Xµ(σ) =
xµ√
π
+
2α´pµ√
π
τ + i
√
2α´
+∞∑
m,n=0
(n2 +m2)−
1
4
×
(
Xµnme
iτ
√
n2+m2 −X†µnme−iτ
√
n2+m2
)
× cosnσ1cosmσ2 (8)
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The commutation/anticommutation relations for world-volume bosons and fermions are
obtained[8, 9] by using the relevant mode expansions.
IV. HAMILTONIAN AND SPECTRUM
The Hamiltonian of the supersymmetric open 2-brane (R sector) is given by
H= ηµν
∞∑
n=1
n
(
X
µ†
n0X
ν
n0 +
1
2
ηµν
)
+ ηµν
∞∑
m=1
m
(
X
µ†
0mX
ν
0m +
1
2
ηµν
)
+ ηµν
∞∑
n,m=1
√
n2 +m2
(
Xµ†nmX
ν
nm +
1
2
ηµν
)
− α′M2
+ ηµν
∞∑
n′=1
n′
(
d
µ†
n′0d
ν
n′0 −
1
2
ηµνδn′n′
)
+ ηµν
∞∑
m′=1
m′
(
d
µ†
m′0d
ν
m′0 −
1
2
ηµνδm′m′
)
+ ηµν
∞∑
n′,m′=1
√
n′2 +m′2
(
d
µ†
n′m′d
ν
n′m′ −
1
2
ηµνδn′n′δm′m′
)
(9)
The Hamiltonian for purely bosonic open 2-brane[9] is obtained by using the mode expan-
sions, Eqs (8) and its canonically conjugate momentum
4πα′H = 2α′π2ηµν
∞∑
n=1
n
[
X
µ†
n0X
ν
n0 +X
µ
n0X
ν†
n0
]
+2α′π2ηµν
∞∑
m=1
m
[
X
µ†
0mX
ν
0m +X
µ
0mX
ν†
0m
]
+ 4πα′2p2
+ α′π2ηµν
∞∑
n,m=1
(n2 +m2)
1
2
[
Xµ†nmX
ν
nm +X
µ
nmX
ν†
nm
]
(10)
A. Spectrum of supersymmetric open 2-brane
For the supersymmetric case, the normal ordering constants in the R sector exactly cancel
as a consequence of world-volume supersymmetry, so we get a positive mass formula
α′M2 =
∞∑
n=1
nηµν
(
X
µ†
n0X
ν
n0 + d
µ†
n0d
ν
n0
)
+
∞∑
m=1
mηµν
(
X
µ†
0mX
ν
0m + d
µ†
0md
ν
0m
)
+
∞∑
n,m=1
√
n2 +m2ηµν
(
Xµ†nmX
ν
nm+ d
µ†
nmd
ν
nm
)
(11)
⇒ α′M2 = Nn +Nm +Nnm (12)
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with Nn, Nm and Nnm being the first, second and third sum in Eq.(11). For the NS sector,
where the fermionic operators bnm, b0m and bn0 are half integrally moded, the mass formula
reads
α′M2 = Nn +Nm +Nnm + a+ b (13)
with a and b being the normal ordering constants
a = ηµµ
∞∑
n=1
n− ηµµ
∞∑
n= 1
2
nδnn (14)
b =
1
2
∞∑
n,m=1
√
n2 +m2ηµµ−
1
2
∞∑
n,m= 1
2
√
n2 +m2ηµµδnnδmm (15)
A Zeta function regularization of a gives a = −2 and an Epstein Zeta function regularization
of b should give b = 3
2
, in order to get a supersymmetric spectrum. The spectrum of states
for R and NS sectors are displayed in the tables below[8].
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Table 1: Spectrum of states for R-sector.
α′M2 States γ11 Little Group Representation
0
|ζ〉 +1
SO(8) 8⊕ 8
|ζ¯〉 −1
+1
αi−1,0|ζ〉; di−1,0|ζ¯〉; +1
SO(9) 512
αi0,−1|ζ〉; di0,−1|ζ¯〉; +1
αi−1,0|ζ¯〉; di−1,0|ζ〉; −1
αi0,−1|ζ¯〉; di0,−1|ζ〉 −1
Table 2: Spectrum of states for NS-sector.
α′M2 States G Little Group Representation
−1
2
|0〉 −1 SO(9) 1
0 bi− 1
2
,0
; bi
0,− 1
2
+1 SO(8) 8⊕ 8
+1
2
αi−1,0;α
i
0,−1
−1 SO(9) 8⊕ 8⊕ 64
bi− 1
2
,0
b
j
− 1
2
,0
; bi
0,− 1
2
b
j
0,− 1
2
; bi− 1
2
,0
b
j
0,− 1
2
+1
αi−1,0b
j
− 1
2
,0
;αi0,−1b
j
− 1
2
,0
;
+1 SO(9) 512
αi−1,0b
j
0,− 1
2
;αi0,−1b
j
0,− 1
2
;
bi− 1
2
,0
b
j
− 1
2
,0
bk− 1
2
,0
;
bi
0,− 1
2
b
j
0,− 1
2
bk
0,− 1
2
; bi− 1
2
,0
b
j
0,− 1
2
bk− 1
2
,0
;
bi− 1
2
,0
b
j
0,− 1
2
bk
0,− 1
2
; bi
′±
− 3
2
,0
; bi
′±
0,− 3
2
The states bi
′±
− 3
2
,0
are coming from the gauge field introduced into the world-volume of the
2-brane. After truncation by a GSO-like condition, the above spectrum is supersymmetric.
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B. Spectrum of bosonic open 2-brane
The purely bosonic theory is consistent in D = 26. The Hamiltonian in Eq. (10) can be
written as
H = N1 +N2 +N12 + a+ b− α′M2 (16)
where N1, N2 and N12 contain purely bosonic variables and a, b arise from the normal
ordering. Using Epstein Zeta functions, the lowest three mass levels for a bosonic open
2-brane are
α′M2 = −3
2
(17)
α′M2 = −1
2
(18)
α′M2 =
1
2
(19)
The spectrum is devoid of massless states[9].
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We studied the spectrum of supersymmetric and bosonic open 2-brane, in D = 10 and
D = 26, respectively. We showed that partly fixing the phase space of 2-brane dynamics can
lead to a supersymmetric and discrete spectrum of states. It is also shown in the bosonic
2-brane case that the spectrum does not contain any massless states to play the role of
gravitons, and the spectrum only contains half integer mass squared values.
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